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This report examines the evolving copy
context of copyrighted works on the InternE
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The copyright ow;
work,' However. the ts
unauthorized use of cc
common law was first
provides four criteria f
a work is a fair" v-c
provided bur statuton
particular ittions:

; various exclusive ownership rights in the
ae permits, under certain circumstances, the
erks. The doctrine which has its origins in
The statute
the Coi-right Act of 1976
station of whether the unauthorized use of
Congess has
r jr. is an infringng use.
r the courts to consider in their analysis of
tt and character of the use; 2) the nature of

This report is limited to an examination of the domestic issues concerning the
copyright doctrhae of fair use with, the context of the Internet International copyright
W and the Internet may present various currently unresolved concerns.
U S C. § 106 1988). Thee ownership rights include the dghts to do and
to authorize: 11 reproduction of the work; 21 preparation of deriaati-e works: 3)
distribution of copies of the work to the public by sale or other transfer; 4) with literary,
musical dramat-, and choreographic works and other works performance of the work
publicly; 5) with literar, musical, dramatic, and other works, the display of the
copyrighted work publicly; and 6) in the case of sound recordings, public performance of
digital audio transmissions.
17 U.S.C § 107 (1988)
If a use is
frng
the copyright owner nay bring an action for
inftingemprt against the unautho ied user of the copyrighted work. 17 US.C. H 411
d1988,
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the copyrighted work; 3) the amount copied in relation to the whole copyrighted
work; and 4) the effect of the copying on the potential mark-e for the
copyrighted work.
Courts have examined the factual circumstances
surrounding each case and have applied these criteria on a ease-by-ease basis.'
The Internet is a cooperative computer network of networks.7 It links
man national and international users such as schools. libraries, individuals, and
corporations. There is no single individual or organization that owns, oversees,
or controls the Ilternet. The costs of providing Internet services are allocated
amongits chief users: universe ties, national laboratories, high-tech corporations,
and governments The World Wide Web is the Internet's most powerful seareb
tool, Various commnierciai subscription services--such as CompuServe and
America Online -link consumers to the Web and to he Ternel/
Through the Internet, a user can produ,
copyrighted works; computers can reproduce aop
audio compone Ts, which are nearly identical to t
great distribution capabilities through the lar
bulletin boards' which have developed and cc
copyrighted work -whether it is audio, visual,
potential of being distributed and redistribute
number of Internet users through Web siteE
technological achievements of the Internet
possibi cities for copyright infringement."
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copying. If the t
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Id. The extensive usage of the Web has generated various legal issues other
than the fair usa of copyrghted works. Aong these issues are: trademarks, privacy.
fraud, security, copyright first sale doctrine, trade secrets, and First -rendment
issues.

An electronic bulletin board is a means of exchangng information to distant
areas through a compu ter and modem. The electronic bulletin board is comprised of an
electronic storage medium (computer memories or hard disks, which is attached to
telephone lines through modie devices which are controlled by a computer,
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infingement may rest upon an application of the fair use doctrine to the
By viewing
circumstances surrounding the unauthorized use of the material
materials on the Internet, there is a fixation of materials in a computer's
This fixation in the RAMi may support an
Random Access Memory (RAM'J)
infringement claim based upon the copyTight owner's exclusive right of
reproduction.'
However, if the copyright owner places his/her work on the
Internet, it, could be inferred that the owner would expect other ntprnet users
to read and download the copyrighted work. Legal complications arise when
persons other than the copyrght owner place/use copyrighted works on the
Internet
CASELAWAD THE INTERNET
American courts have been seeking equitable resolutions to copyright
infringement actions which have developed trough the unauthorized use of
deisionsapplying the fair use
copyrighted works on the Interact Recenrtc
principles to Internet use provide some Legal guidance however, casetaw
precedent is still developing and various issues remain unresolved.
An early case that dealt with t he fair use principles and on-ine services
involved an electronic bulletin boar d which was open to the public."' The
scheme involved the elctronic exe bange of copyrighted Sega video games

through the bulletin board. The bu ietin board operators asserted a fair use
defense which was based upon the ar gunient that the operators themselves did
not download or retain onies of any SZeta video garnes, therefore they argued
ponsible for the actions of independent
that they should noi
card. The co urt applied the four fair use
subscribers or users oj
factors to this situaicu
he defendants' fair use defense. The court
a commercial purpose--to download the
determined that the
heir purchase from the copyright owner.
copyrighted names, so
igbted work, the court observed that the
Considering the ~U
fantasy. Since the entire work was copied,
work involved creative
the Ohird Vactoro-the a
ork used, favored the plaintiffs claim In
i/ct of copying on the potental market, the
considerng the fourth
d copying of the copyrighted works would
court concluded that t] e unauth
ket, as few persons would purchase the
adversely impact the potential
copyighted works if tf ey were a-% bhe through the bulletin board. Hence, the
?urt
that all fur
ors favored the plaintiff and that the
.1horized use of
copyrighted works was an infringing use.
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Circumstances -mayexist where a user pays a subscription fee for the use of

particular information on the Internet The servce provider may specifically address the
issues of copyingkdown oading in the access ag eemen ithidi the users. However, many
Internet sites donut impose a user fee or contain copyright information concerning the
material on the site,
1
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Certain recent online cases involved the unauthorized use of certain written
works of L. Ron Hubbard. In related actions, the Religious Technology Center
(RTC), the copyright owner of the works, brought, infringement actions against
Lerma--a former follower of Hubbard, Lerma's Internet access provider, and The
Washington Post." The factual situation fblows. In unrelated litigation, the
RTC attempted to seal an affidavit containing church ideology. Lerma obtained
the affidavit and published it on the Internet through Digital Gateway Systems
(DGS), his Internet access provider. RTC brought an infringement action
against Lerma, DGS, The Washington Post and others. " The defendants
moved for summary judgment and the district court concluded that. the fair use
doctrine was applicable to the case at hand. In reaching this conclusion, the
court examined the four fair use factors and applied them in a traditional
copyright analysis, The court concluded that the purpose and charanfer of the
use of the material was for news gathering purposes and this favored the

defendants. In evaluating the nature of thheo
court deemed i to be
informational rather than creative, and that a broader fair use approach ws
appropriate. The court determined that of
the work used in relation
to is entirely was not significant. Finally, the court found that the impact of
the unauthorized use did not adversely impact the market value of the material
Therefore, the court concluded that &h fair use doctrine wa applicable in this
instance and that there was no infringing use. The court did not directly or
indirectly address the liability or potential
of the Internet
tiabily access
provider.
A series of cases involved the RTC bringing an action for copyright

infringement against a former minister-Erlicho-fr posting on a bulletin board
on the Internet certain materials from L. Ron Hubbard's published and
unpublished works, RTC also named as defendants the bulletin board operatorKlemesrud--and the Internet access provider-Neteom. In two opinions,' the
district court for the Northern District of Califbrnia addressed various copyright
issues, including fair useis
Erich did not deny that he copied the works; rather he advanced a fair use
defense.' The court granted in part and denied in part the plaintiff's motion
for a preliminary irountion against Erlich and concluded that Erlich's use of

II)
One c:ase dealt primarily with RTC's action against. the Post and is not
analyzed berp as it did not deal directly with the Internet. or online aspects of fair use.
See 908 F.Supp. 1353 (E.D, Va, 19954.
Is

Religozs Technology Center u. Lernw, 905 YSupp. 1362 (Et.D.Va.
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The court examined other isues as such as trade secret and tort claims which

are -notdiscussed here.
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RTC's materials was unlikely to qualify as fair use. In evaluating Erlich's
purpose and character of the use, the court determined that it was for criticism
or comment and was for noncommercial use; therefore, the first. factor was held
to be slightly in Erich's favor.
In looking at the nature of the copyrighted
work, the court considered that some of the works were published while others
were unpublished. The court determined that the unauthorized use of the
unpublished works favored the plaintiffs. In assessing the third factor. the court
favored the plaintiffs, as large portions of unpublished works were copied by
Erlich. Concerning the potential market of the work, the court concluded that
Erlich's copying would not have an adverse effect on the market. The court
engaged in an quotablee balancing" of the factors and found that Erlih cold
not assert a fair use defense for his copying.'
In a subsequent action concerning the access
board, the court granted in part and denied in part t
summary judgment and judgment on the pleadings
motion for a preliminary injunction. The district tour-, appnea Tne itur use
analysis to the actions of the Internet access prov ider, Neteorr:} The court
determined that the access provider was not liablle for direct infringement;
rather, the court examined it as a case ofcontributo y infringemn on the part
of Netcom and determined that the plajntM, rats ed a geUnuie issue of fact
concerning Netcom's contributory infringement." A-though Net-om was a
commercial enterprise, The court found that its use of
rthe
works was
copyighted
of a very different nature than the plaintiffs' use, ,n looking at the nature of
the copyrighted work, the court determined that Net eom's use of the works was
merely to facilitate their posting to the f.llettn bo ard which was an entirely
different use from hc ucs of the plai-if- .nd t therefre favored Netcom.
Concerning the amount of
copyright work so
Coe
pied, the court determined
that Netco copied no more of he plaintiffs' wo ks than was necessary to
function;
s, this factor did not -aver the plaintiffs The court concluded that
the postings on the internet by Netcom raised a g enuine factual issue as to
whether the market for plaintiff's works was dimi nished. Because the court
was not able to make a determination concerning the fourth fair use factor-the
market harm-the court decided tha the fair use de fense was not available to
Neteom on motion for sugary judgment.24 Appa rently, the bulletin board
provider di d not assert a lair use defen se therefore, t he court did not utilize the
fair use analysis.'- In conclusion, the court determi ned that there were issues
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of fact to be determined in the case and that.a fair use defense was not available
for Neteom on summary judgment.
CONCLUSION
These cases have illustrated the judicial process--the "equitable balancing'-that courts undertake in their evaluation of fair use claims. Apparently the
courts are using the same analysis and criteria for Internet litigation as they
have with other intellectual property determinations, The courts have examined
in detail the factual situation surrounding the litigation and have applied each
of Lhe fair use criteria to the case by case circumstances. The courts then
evaluate or weigh the statutory criteria and determine whether on balance, the
evidence favors a finding of fair use or not,
While these cases provide some preceded
unresolved concerning fair use and the Intern
potential liability of the Internet server and o1
on-line use is legally different from use of the
unintentional use of copyrighted materials; and,
Two bills26 were introduced ii
legislative proposals of the Adh
Property and the National Infrn
which proposed changes relating t
While this legislation did net
implications.
The intelleui
Conference on Fair Use ("CONFI
guidelines for "browsing" through
expressionIc

are:
sl or

,ongress which incorporated the
"'hitePaper" on "Intellectual

--ruecture, iiknom os the W11,,
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.tion of works b transrnissionin.
Pact Rir use, it had indirect
working group convened a
s been discussing nonstatutory
-tronie form. and other forms of

2441. 104th Cong., 1st Sess- (199); S 1284, 104th Cong,0 1t Sees.

217 see information Infrastructure Task Force, The Report of the Working Group
on buellect,,,!c Prcpert Rights 211 et sea. (1995)
See -RS Rept. No. 95- 1166, CopyrightTropoisis for the \Jalion! n
Infrastructure.
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For example, one provision of the of the legislation -would have permitted the
digifal coping of certain works for libraries archives, and the visually impaired-
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